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The whole point was to seize a short strip of beach to begin with - a strip
that could be covered with intensely concentrated fire. Towards 0300 this morning
the Navy cane in again and this time they hit an ammunition dump about a hundred

yards, long. It flared red and quietly for a minute then erupted in a series of

belching explosions very like what you would imagine of a volcano.

For another three quarters of an hour it won quiet again. One after another

the barges filled with men, guns and supplies slipped their moorings and set out

across the dark water. For ten miles on either side I could hear their motors in

the darkness, A dog kept barking loudly.

At 0345 the barrage began. I have seen slightly bigger barrages than this

but nothing to compare with its intensity and vividness. A troop of medium guns

directly below me opened up and at once the blast blew in the windows and parts of

the roofs of the surrounding houses.

It has been a hopeless job trying to disentangle the tens of thousands of

civilians here from the
war.

Italian girls were actually swimming among the invasion

barges yesterday. And now/night the Italians here have been crouching in terror in

their gardens while the barrage went on. As soon as it started half a dozen search-

lights shot up to aid our navigators. As the shells multiplied a white acrid smoke

rose from the guns and stained each searchlight beam a dirty grey. At first the

firing was spasmodic - just a battery here and there. Then for twenty miles these

mountains shuddered under the impact of a hundred mammoth explosions going off

together.
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